FORTRAN CARRIAGE CONTROL DEMO

ADVANCED TWO LINES  [UNDERLINING WAS ON 2ND PASS]
ADVANCED ONE LINE

SKIP TO NEXT PAGE AFTER THIS...
FORTRAN CARRIAGE CONTROL DEMO

ADVANCED TWO LINES
ADVANCED TO NEXT LINE
TESTING VERTICAL TAB...

NEXT VERTICAL TAB POSITION, AND ANOTHER ONE...

NEXT VERTICAL TAB POSITION. THAT WAS FUN; LET’S TRY A FINAL ONE...

AN UNKNOWN CHARACTER PRINTS AS A DOUBLE DAGGER: ¶
NOW FOR A TRIPLE SPACE... 

SPECIAL CARD PUNCH CHARACTERS, AS UTF-8: TO BE OR ¬ TO BE, THAT IS MY 2¢.
SPECIAL CARD PUNCH CHARACTERS, AS BINARY: TO BE OR ¬ TO BE, THAT IS MY 2¢.
TEST BOLDFACE USING THE ‘+’ CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER
MIXING BOLD WITH NON-BOLD
TEST BOLDFACE WITH ¬ SYMBOL
BACK TO REGULAR FONT WEIGHT

SKIP TO LAST VERTICAL TAB ON PAGE